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Regardless of how we got here, it’s increasingly 
difficult for Americans to get along. Our 
perceived biggest enemy isn’t communism or 
Nazism, or even terrorism. It’s one another. 
These days, even a common enemy such as 
COVID-19 isn’t enough to bring us together. It 
just splits us further apart.



Four Unique Challenges

• A personal challenge
• A physical challenge
• A social challenge
• A spiritual challenge



A Personal Challenge



A Personal Challenge

• Adam and Eve hide and isolate from God- Gen. 3:8
• People at the Tower of Babel seek to make a name for 

themselves- Gen. 11:4 
• Abram lies about Sarai being his wife- Gen. 12:10-20
• Sarah misuses her power and oppresses her servant 

Hagar- Gen. 16:6
• Rebekah and Jacob scheme to deceive Isaac- Gen. 27
• Rachel is envious and jealous of her sister’s children-

Gen. 30:1
• Joseph’s brothers sell him into slavery- Gen. 37



Charles Taylor

Fragmentation arises when people 
come to see themselves more and more 
atomistically, otherwise put, as less and 
less bound to their fellow citizens in 
common projects and allegiances. 



A Physical Challenge



A Physical Challenge

You have unlimited power and 
control



A Physical Challenge

You have unlimited knowledge



A Physical Challenge

You have unlimited presence



A Physical Challenge

Jonathan Safran Foer

Each step “forward” has made it easier, just a little, to 
avoid the emotional work of being present, to convey 
information rather than humanity. THE problem with 
accepting — with preferring — diminished substitutes 
is that over time, we, too, become diminished 
substitutes. People who become used to saying little 
become used to feeling little. 



A Social Challenge



A Social Challenge

Yuval Levin on expressive individualism

“a desire to pursue one’s own path . . . [and] a yearning for 
fulfillment through the definition and articulation of one’s 
own identity. It is a drive both to be more like whatever you 
already are and also to live in society by fully asserting who 
you are.”



A Social Challenge

Trevin Wax:

Expressive individualism often leads to 
polarization, because it imagines the 
individual at the center of all things and 
then recasts relationships and communities 
in terms of how they either help or hinder 
one’s own pursuit of self-fulfillment.



A Social Challenge

• A desire to be heard, before we listen



A Social Challenge

• A tendency to simplify the complex



A Social Challenge

• We deal with positions and stereotypes, not 
people



A Spiritual Challenge



A Spiritual Challenge

David Powlison

All of Ephesians is about our conflict with darkness—within 
ourselves, with other people, with the spiritual forces of evil…Now 
all these strands come together in one final description of life in 
Christ…Ephesians 6 is not changing the subject. Failure to 
recognize that turns ‘spiritual warfare’ into a wildcard of ideas 
and practices that are antithetical to the Lord’s explicit teaching 
and intentions. The whole of Ephesians is about the body of 
Christ, and Paul is not suddenly switching focus in the section on 
the armor of God…Envision the body of Christ standing in battle 
together.



A Spiritual Challenge

• Satan changes what brings community 
together, replacing it with you.



A Spiritual Challenge

• Satan inverts the goal of community and 
friendship and makes it about you.



A Personal Opportunity



A Personal Opportunity

Dear Sir,

I am.

Yours,

G.K. Chesterton



A Personal Opportunity

• We engage in regular confession and 
repentance from our selfishness.



A Personal Opportunity

• We remind ourselves of our calling as 
saints…that we belong to a body.



A Physical Opportunity



A Physical Opportunity

• We have limited physical presence, and so we embrace 
physical weakness.

• We have limited power, and so we acknowledge the 
reality that we control very little in our world today. 

• We have limited knowledge, and so we are humble in 
our statements, observations, and declarations.



A Physical Opportunity

David Powlison

My deepest hope for you is that in both 
your personal life and your ministry to 
others, you would be unafraid to be 
publicly weak as the doorway to the 
strength of God himself. 



A Social Opportunity



A Social Opportunity

• We move towards others who are different 
than us with grace and humility.



A Social Opportunity

Sam Haist

I’m convinced that learning to love our political enemies—no 
matter where you fall on the political spectrum—is among the 
most pressing issues facing Christians today. How do we engage 
from a place of love and not resentment? How do we relate to 
neighbors, family members, and others in our pews whose politics 
we find abhorrent (or at least troubling)? The answer, of course, 
looks a lot like crucifixion: taking up our cross, following Jesus, 
and pouring ourselves out for the good of those around us—even 
those who don’t think or vote like us. 



A Social Opportunity

G.K. Chesterton

The Bible tells us to love our neighbors, and also 
to love our enemies; probably because generally 
they are the same people.



A Social Opportunity

• We aim to listen before we speak



A Social Opportunity

We speak with convicted civility (Richard Mouw)

• Empathy
• Teachability
• Curiosity



A Social Opportunity

Madeline L’Engle

We draw people to Christ not by loudly 
discrediting what they believe, by telling them 
how wrong they are and how right we are, but by 
showing them a light that is so lovely that they 
want with all their hearts to know the source of 
it. 



A Social Opportunity

George Yancey

Real moral suasion requires that we build 
rapport with those we want to persuade. We 
must accurately understand their point of view; 
we must learn to admit when they are correct; 
and we must be willing to find areas of 
agreement with those we’re attempting to 
persuade.



A Social Opportunity

In other words, real moral suasion is 
about building relationships, not 
browbeating. Done properly, it has the 
power to unite us by making us want to 
identify with and care for each other. 



A Social Opportunity

Our faith provides us with some of the 
tools necessary for bridging the racial 
divide. It’s now our responsibility to use 
those tools to tear down the walls of 
mistrust and move ahead as God 
desires.” 



A Spiritual Opportunity



A Spiritual Opportunity

We make every opportunity to maintain our unity.



A Spiritual Opportunity

We give ourselves to the ministry of prayer.



A Spiritual Opportunity

Trevin Wax

The church has the opportunity to show the world that there is 
something more important than politics, something more lasting 
than the social media fervor of the day. Flesh-and-blood people 
are more important than the celebrities that grace our screens. 
We look around our neighborhoods and see people made in the 
image of God. We look around our churches and see people who 
have been redeemed by the broken body and shed blood of our 
Savior. We are not anonymous avatars, but flesh-and-blood 
people bought by Jesus’ flesh and blood.


